MOBILE BUCKING AND COUPLING SERVICES

Prioritize safety and drive profits
through reduced rig downtime—ready
to dispatch whenever you need us.
SAVE MONEY
Through the use of our bucking units, large stock of ready to go couplings
and experienced staff, Shawcor saves our customers the expense of
purchasing and maintaining their own equipment. Our complete solution
includes inspection, reuse of maintained equipment and recycling. Customers
keep one inventory of pipe and only exchange couplings as needed.

REDUCE RIG TIME
By pre-assembling downhole makeups, rig crews are able to begin the
casing process quickly and easily, saving time and maximizing efficiency.

IMPROVE SAFETY
Established operating procedures combined with crew knowledge aid
in eliminating potential safety hazards. In addition, float shoes and
collars are not handled on the rig floor, preventing accidents from
occurring by eliminating nonstandard work. Safety is our top priority.

CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR OPERATION
Shawcor’s lathes are designed to special clear, modify or bevel 99% of our
couplings in-house. Our large inventory of Teflon seal rings meet the requirements of your operation. Computer torque monitoring is available upon request.

Shawcor Ltd. is a global energy services company specializing in products and services for
the pipeline and pipe services segment of the oil and gas industry and related products for
petrochemical and industrial markets. The Company operates through a network of fixed
and mobile manufacturing and service facilities located around the world and is valued for
its integrity, technology, and proven capability to execute the most complex projects in our
industry.

OILFIELD ASSET MANAGEMENT

Shawcor.com/oilfield-asset-management

1.9”-17”O.D.

TUBULAR SIZES HANDLED

45,000

LBS. PER FT. MAXIMUM
TORQUE CAPABILITY

APPLICATIONS:
OCTG connections and downhole
assemblies
LOCATION:
Pipe yard, machine shop, mill or
customer location
SERVICES:
Makeup of downhole
assemblies
Makeup of hanger or tool
assemblies
Shoetrack or 		
cementing assemblies
Replacement of tubing /
casing couplings

